GOVERNMENT OF ASSAM

INDUSTRIES, COMMERCE & PUBLIC ENTERPRISE DEPARTMENT

"OUR GOVERNMENT IS TAKING NUMEROUS STEPS TO BOOST GREEN AND CLEAN MOBILITY, WITH A SPECIAL FOCUS ON SAFETY, QUALITY AND FOLLOWING GLOBAL STANDARDS"

INSPIRED BY PRIME MINISTER’S VISION OF SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY, GOVERNMENT OF ASSAM ANNOUNCES

ELECTRIC VEHICLE POLICY OF ASSAM-2021

An Initiative for Adoption & Promotion of Electric Vehicles

Mission To Phase Out Fossil Fuel Based Vehicles By 2030

- DEPLOYMENT OF 2.00 LAKH EV IN 5 YEARS
- CONVERSION OF 100% OF PUBLIC BUS FLEET INTO ELECTRIC BUSES BY 2030
- ALL GOVERNMENT VEHICLES TO BE CONVERTED TO EV BY 2030
- 200 ELECTRIC AND 100 CNG BUSES TO BE ROLLED OUT IN GUWAHATI ON 1ST APRIL, 2022

EV Policy of Assam, 2021 Offers

FOR EARLY USER ADOPTION & ENABLING ECOSYSTEM

- 100% exemption on registration charges
- 100% exemption on road tax
- 100% waiver on parking charges
- Upto ₹ 20,000 subsidy on 2-wheelers
- Upto ₹ 50,000 subsidy on 3-wheelers
- Upto ₹ 1.5 lakhs subsidy on 4-wheelers
- 90% exemption of electricity duty on EV charging stations

FOR MANUFACTURING

Incentives under North East Industrial Development Scheme, 2017 & Industrial and Investment Policy of Assam 2019, will also be available to the units manufacturing EV or their components

- Capital Subsidy
- Power Subsidy
- Interest Subsidy
- Income Tax Exemption
- GST/SGST Reimbursement
- Employment Cost Subsidy
- Stamp Duty Reimbursement

INVEST AND CAPITALISE THE POTENTIAL IN EV SECTOR OF ASSAM

For more information, visit - https://industries.assam.gov.in/ or contact us at - industry.assam@gov.in
Pact with 5 rebel groups raises hopes of peace in Karbi Anglong

Panychara says it has no concrete proof, but cites company's history

Infosys with 'anti-national' forces, ally of tukde tukde gang: RSS-linked journal

A first for India Inc; Govt and media bodies silent, Opp says 'disparaging'

Living with Indus Valley

I just tell myself I'm the best: One more India page with gold lining

As Taliban factions bicker, ISI chief in Kabul to find berths for Haqqanis

Goverment announcement delayed; Bajwa says Pak will assist Taliban in forming admin
Bengal bypolls from September 18.

Byolls for 11 other constituencies in Tripura, Meghalaya, Uttarakhand, Madhya Pradesh, Jharkhand, Himachal Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Assam, Chhattisgarh, and Tamil Nadu. These bypolls were due to the death of a number of congress leaders from these states.

The bypolls for the seats of west Bengal were critical for the Congress as it needed to show a strong performance in Bengal to retain its stronghold in the state.

The opposition was critical of the decision to conduct bypolls in such states and was concerned about the outcome of the bypolls which could impact the political landscape of the country.

The bypolls were conducted in September 18, and the results were announced on the same day.

**Shringla:** Taliban will be on the radar of Indian concerns

Shringla: Taliban will be on the radar of Indian concerns. The situation currently on the northern border is very much engaged in Afghanistan. The situation is very much a bilateral engagement at the point of time on the situation. Some of the groups on the northern border also look like they may be in the situation where they would be involved in activities.

The fourth annual 2+2 dialogue between India and the US, which was held in Washington, DC, on November 24-25, 2019, was a major milestone in the growing India-US strategic partnership. The dialogue, co-chaired by Defence Minister Rajnath Singh and US Secretary of Defense Mark Esper, marked a significant step forward in bilateral relations.

The dialogue also served as a platform to discuss a range of issues of mutual interest, including regional security challenges, counterterrorism efforts, and economic cooperation.

India and the US have a close and comprehensive strategic partnership, and the 2+2 dialogue is an important component of this relationship. The dialogue helps to strengthen mutual trust and understanding, and to coordinate joint efforts to address common challenges.

In the past, the dialogue has focused on issues such as counterterrorism, maritime security, and economic cooperation. However, the fourth dialogue expanded the agenda to include additional areas of cooperation, reflecting the growing convergence of interests between India and the US.

India and the US have a long history of cooperation in various domains, and the 2+2 dialogue is a key mechanism to further strengthen this relationship. The dialogue also provides an opportunity to discuss other issues of mutual concern, such as climate change, energy security, and space cooperation.

India and the US are committed to working together to address the global challenges of our time, and the 2+2 dialogue is a vital tool to achieve this goal. The dialogue is expected to continue to grow in importance, as India and the US seek to deepen their strategic partnership in the years to come.

**Interview with Prabhat Sinha:**

Prabhat Sinha, former Chief Economic Advisor to the Government of India, spoke about the current state of the economy and the challenges that India is facing. He expressed concern about the growth rate and the need for structural reforms to address the issues.

He also highlighted the importance of infrastructure development and the role of private sector participation in driving economic growth. Sinha emphasized the need for a comprehensive approach to economic policy, including fiscal and monetary policies, to ensure sustainable growth.

The interview focused on the need for policies that are focused on long-term growth, rather than short-term gains. Sinha argued that a balanced approach, which includes both public and private sector initiatives, is necessary to achieve this.

In conclusion, Sinha emphasized the importance of sustained efforts to address the challenges facing India's economy. He called for a commitment to structural reforms and a focus on long-term growth to ensure a brighter future for the country.

**Criminal Justice:**

Criminal justice is a critical aspect of any functioning democracy. It ensures that those who break the law are held accountable, and that justice is served in a fair and impartial manner. The justice system plays a vital role in maintaining social order and upholding the rule of law.

In India, the criminal justice system is complex and often faced with challenges such as overburdened courts, High Court, police force, and other law enforcement agencies are all crucial in maintaining law and order in the state and one of the most important functions of the judiciary is to keep law and order in the state.

The judiciary is responsible for interpreting and enforcing the laws of the land, as well as ensuring that the rights of the accused are protected. It is the ultimate arbiter in the resolution of disputes and the administration of justice.

The judiciary is composed of the Supreme Court, High Courts, and subordinate courts. The Supreme Court is the highest court in India and is the final arbiter in matters of law and justice. The High Courts are the principal courts in the state and have jurisdiction over civil, criminal, and constitutional matters.

The subordinate courts include the District Courts, which are the lowest level of the legal system in India. These courts deal with a wide range of matters, including civil and criminal cases.

The judiciary is independent and is responsible for ensuring that the laws of the land are applied fairly and that justice is served in a transparent and impartial manner.

In recent years, the judiciary has come under criticism for its slow pace and the backlog of cases. The government has taken several steps to address these issues, including the appointment of additional judges and the introduction of measures to expedite the disposal of cases.

The judiciary is also under pressure to address issues such as corruption and the misuse of power by judicial officials. The government has taken steps to improve the ethical standards of the judiciary and to ensure that it remains independent and impartial.

In conclusion, the judiciary is a crucial aspect of any functioning democracy and must be protected and supported in order to ensure that justice is served in a fair and impartial manner. The government must continue to take steps to address the challenges faced by the judiciary and to ensure that it remains independent and impartial.

**Karbi Anglong:**

Nagaland is a union territory in the north-eastern part of India. It is bordered by Assam to the south and west, Arunachal Pradesh to the east, and Myanmar to the north. The state is known for its rich cultural heritage and diverse population.

Karbi Anglong district, located in the eastern part of the state, is known for its scenic beauty and picturesque landscapes. The district is home to several tribes, including the Karbi, Anglong, and local communities.

The district has a rich history and is known for its traditional way of life. The people of Karbi Anglong are known for their hospitality and warm welcome to visitors.

In recent years, the district has attracted increased attention from tourists and developers, leading to a surge in tourism and economic development. The district is known for its natural beauty, including mountains, forests, and rivers.

The district is also home to several major rivers, including the Karbi river and the Umngot river, which are important sources of water for the local population.

In conclusion, Karbi Anglong district is a beautiful and culturally rich part of Nagaland. The district offers a unique blend of nature, history, and culture, making it an attractive destination for visitors and tourists.
STATE TEACHERS' AWARD-2021
5th September 2021 at 4:30 onwards | Venue: Thyagraj Stadium, New Delhi

Chief Guest: Manish Sisodia  Dy. Chief Minister, Delhi

“We can never repay the debt of our teachers. They build the nation and shape the future of our society. Let us resolve to always respect and honour our teachers”

-Arvind Kejriwal
SOURAV ROY BARMAN
NEW DELHI, SEPTEMBER 4

Are you ready to fall asleep for 7,229 trees? Delhi Metro proposes to cut 7,229 trees, transplant 5,545 gets SC panel nod

The Central Empowered Committee (CEC) of the Ministry of Environment, Forests and Climate Change had in September last year given an in-principle approval for the Delhi Metro Rail Corporation Ltd (DMRC) proposal. On Wednesday, the CEC has given its final approval to the project. The CEC has also ordered that the tree transplantation to replace the trees to be cut should be completed within 18 months. The project will also have both underground and elevated sections, the CEC said.

For the project, DMRC needs permission to cut 1,190 trees and transplant 7,425 trees near the Harsh Vihar metro station, the CEC said.

New Delhi: A Delhi court has directed the Central Electricity Authority (CEA) to get the views of the power minister and other officials of the Ministry of Power before taking a decision on the appointment of new chairperson of CEA. A bench of Justice A K Goel and Justice M M Ph LD directed CEA to get the views of the power minister and other officials of the Ministry of Power before taking a decision on the appointment of new chairperson of CEA.

The court was hearing a petition filed by a number of individuals seeking the appointment of a new chairperson of CEA.

The court also directed CEA to complete the recruitment process within four weeks.

In its order, the court observed that it cannot interfere in the running of public sector units.

The court also directed CEA to complete the recruitment process within four weeks.

In its order, the court observed that it cannot interfere in the running of public sector units.

After a lag in the execution of the project due to hiccups in obtaining clearances, the DMRC has now completed 68.6% work. The project is estimated to cost Rs 15,000 crore.

To evoke police, murder accused lived without phone for 2 years

EXPRESS NEWS SERVICE
NEW DELHI, SEPTEMBER 4

GURUGRAM: Police are on alert after a murder accused lived without a phone for two years, evoking police and civic agencies to look for him. According to the police, the man had been evading the police and had not been seen for two years. The police finally traced the phone when the owner of the phone had been evicted and could not be traced.

The police have now alerted the police to keep an eye on such persons.

Capital crosses i Cr vaccines landmark

DHRIYAKAL, SEPTEMBER 4

With the launch of free COVID-19 vaccines in the country on Saturday, the first dose of the vaccine was administered to more than a million people in the country.

The Union Health Minister, Dr Harsh Vardhan, on Saturday administered the first dose of the vaccine to a beneficiary in the Indian Army

and the beneficiary who received the first dose was a 29-year-old male from the armed forces.

India has now administered more than 8 million doses of the vaccine so far.

The vaccine was administered at various hospitals across the country.

The vaccine was manufactured in India by Serum Institute of India and辉瑞公司.

More than 100 million doses of the vaccine have been produced so far.

The government has allocated Rs 50,000 crore for the procurement of vaccines.
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AAP teaps into police for riots probe: ‘Are real culprits being shielded?’

Atish sites instances of courts pulling up police, refers to selection of special public prosecutors

S

Civil defence volunteer’s murder: Protests continue, police say no sexual assault; family insist on SIT

A school of today is characterised by an anti-

sential task - replicating the exact facts and figures of the exact school of yesterday. This is not to say that the task is pointless. It’s a matter of pedagogical necessity. But the approach is flawed. Our schools are not factories where we can replicate the same products (i.e., students) day in and day out. Each student is unique and requires a personalized approach. The best way to achieve this is through inquiry-based learning, where students are encouraged to think critically and creatively. This approach not only enhances their understanding of the subject matter but also fosters a lifelong love for learning. The students are no longer passive recipients of knowledge; instead, they are active participants in the learning process. This method of teaching is more effective than the traditional rote learning. In this way, we can ensure that our students are not only prepared for the exams but also equipped with the skills and knowledge they need to succeed in the 21st century. It's time for us to embrace this new approach and revolutionise the way we teach our children.
Chidambaram: Homogenisation is worst thing to happen to India

After farm law passed, UP Stalls building APMC mandals

BJP: Jairam Ramesh must resign from the watch

Bijepuri: Farmers have made democracy successful: Shah

Foundation fixed, Ram Temple work will begin in a week: Trustee

Shah’s endorsement of CM Bommai creates flutter among BJP veterans in Karnataka

Sears object to JMM referring to ‘Brindavan’ as ‘Ram temple’

Haryana: CM Khattar wants officer on IAS cadre post, Vij blocks move

Some good news for Rajasthan Cong, leads BJD in rural polls Cheetlur’s turf

Bihar: CM JP Nagwani denies bribery allegations

Get updated on the latest news and analysis from The Hindu Daily.

The Hindu Daily is a leading English daily newspaper in India. Its coverage includes national, international, sports, cultural, and business news. The newspaper is known for its unbiased and comprehensive coverage of current events, along with its in-depth analysis of political, social, and cultural issues.

The Hindu Daily was established in 1878 and has been a trusted source of information for generations. It is published in four editions—Chennai, Delhi, Madras, and Kolkata—each providing localized news and events relevant to its readership.

With a focus on delivering balanced and factual news, The Hindu Daily aims to provide readers with the most current and pertinent information, ensuring that they are well-informed on the matters that matter most.

In this issue, we explore various political developments in India, shedding light on the complexities and nuances of the current political landscape. We delve into the implications of recent farm laws, the ongoing debate over the APMC mandals, and the impact of the BJP’s stance on the Ram temple.

We also highlight the role of women in politics, with a focus on Jyoti Basu and her contributions. This issue is a testament to the diverse perspectives and voices that are shaping India’s political discourse, reflecting the rich tapestry of its cultural and social fabric.

Stay informed and enlightened with The Hindu Daily, your trusted source for comprehensive coverage of India’s most pressing issues.
Hope govt clears names of HC advocates; special fence
at Sapru house"}

"BJP MLA returns to Trinamool"

"Biplav to address SC on Wednesday"

"Chandrapur sees attacks over black magic charges, 7 saved from lynching"

"Odisha MLA falls ill trying to climb Speaker's podium"

"Tribal Leader observed peace in Jharkhand village pollution"

"Namo jhal" in Jharkhand Assembly, BJP demands 'grand Hanuman temple'
Contract seeks SC-monitored probe into JEE paper fraud

UOI unlikely to delay results; not a case of paper leak, says top official

Addressing the media, the Congress spokesperson Gaurav Chaudhary said: "UOI has been ensured that these types of frauds and malpractices have not happened in other examination centres. We believe that if the examination is conducted in some other centres also, the outcome will be the same as the one the Paper Monitoring Panel has recommended." Congress leader Rahul Gandhi also said it would be "highly unfortunate" if the examination is "postponed" as the centre has "adequate" arrangements in place.

Kerala’s main stream parties support to Quiti: state BJP chief

Says his party supports one-child policy

"We know that in the past there has been an increase in the number of students who were not sitting for the exam but were sitting at the last minute," he said. "The fact that 80% of the students had not been in their seats at the time of the examination is a matter of concern."

"I am concerned about the students who had not been in their seats at the time of the examination and the ones who had been in their seats but did not complete the exam," he added.
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Chhattisgarh surgeon sterilises 101 women in 7 hours, govt orders probe

Press Trust of India

The Chhattisgarh government has ordered a probe into an alleged illegal sterilization camp in Surajgarh where a surgeon allegedly performed tubectomies on 101 women in seven hours, an official said on Saturday.

The operation was conducted at a government hospital in Surajgarh on Friday.

A woman's husband, who said the woman was not conscious during the operation, filed a complaint with the health department.

The government has ordered an inquiry into the matter.

Kerala: Minor boy in hospital with suspected Nipah infection

Press Trust of India

A four-year-old boy has been admitted to a hospital in Aluva, near Ernakulam, in Kerala after he was found with symptoms of the Nipah virus.

The boy, who is in a critical condition, was admitted to the District Hospital in Aluva on Friday.

The hospital authorities said the boy was brought in with symptoms such as fever, headache, and vomiting.

The hospital has isolated the boy and is conducting tests to confirm the Nipah virus.

FINANCIAL ASSETS AND ENFORCEMENT OF SECURITY INTEREST ACT, 2002

The amended Act provides for the registration of securities in relation to动产, which includes immovable properties as well as movable properties. The Act also provides for the enforcement of security interests in such properties, which means that vendors or owners can secure loan or credit by creating a lien on such properties.

MAIL ON SBI

SBI

State Bank of India

2nd Floor, Patna Metro Branch Building, West Gandhi Maidan, Patna - 800001

Ph.: 0612-2254001, 2254002

E-Mail: patnakr@sbihom.in

E-MACROSALE NOTICE

Notice

Central and Provincial Governments, Banks, Financial Institutions, Government and Undertakings,

We, State Bank of India, Head Office, 82, Queen’s Road, Bombay 400032, wish to intimate you hereby that in terms of the provisions of the Financial Asset and Enforcement of Security Interest Act, 2002, the registered office of the above Bank is hereby shifted to

5th Floor, Central Building, Maruti Bhawan, Railway Road, Patna 800001

from the date of publication of this notice.

You are, therefore, requested to remove your name and address from the records of the above Bank and submit the same to the Registered Office at

5th Floor, Central Building, Maruti Bhawan, Railway Road, Patna 800001

in accordance with the provisions of the Act.

Place: Patna

STATE BANK OF INDIA, SARB, PATNA

Date: 29.08.2021

Day after release from jail, man kills mother-in-law

Abhineet

A 42-year-old man from Patna was arrested by the Patna police on Thursday night after he allegedly killed his mother-in-law.

The man, identified as Rakesh Pradhan, had been released from jail on Monday.

The police said the man had argued with his mother-in-law before killing her in the wee hours of Thursday.

Meanwhile, the man was arrested from Satna in Madhya Pradesh.

The police said the man had been released from jail after serving a sentence for a交通违法.

The man had argued with his mother-in-law before killing her. The police are investigating the matter.
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Roozay & Legal Services, 5th Floor, Bhawan, Shopping Complex, 226, Alva Road, Patna-800001

Ph.: 0612-2265901, 2265902, 2265903

E-MACROSALE NOTICE

Notice

Central and Provincial Governments, Banks, Financial Institutions, Government and Undertakings,

We, Roozay & Legal Services, 5th Floor, Bhawan, Shopping Complex, 226, Alva Road, Patna 800001, wish to intimate you hereby that in terms of the provisions of the Financial Asset and Enforcement of Security Interest Act, 2002, the registered office of the above Firm is hereby shifted to

5th Floor, Central Building, Maruti Bhawan, Railway Road, Patna 800001

from the date of publication of this notice.

You are, therefore, requested to remove your name and address from the records of the above Firm and submit the same to the Registered Office at

5th Floor, Central Building, Maruti Bhawan, Railway Road, Patna 800001

in accordance with the provisions of the Act.

Place: Patna

Roozay & Legal Services

29/11/2018
A LETTER FROM

DOLHARVA, KUTCH

The Sunday Express, September 5, 2021

KOLAPATELYA

17.5km over 4000 year old rock art or the Indian Valley Congratulations, you are about to join an online India Society. The society is based on the premise that the Indian Valley was the first-known area of the world with a continuous history of human settlement and agriculture over 4000 years. The Indian Valley is a unique landscape that offers a glimpse into the past of humankind. You will be receiving updates on the latest news, events, and research related to the Indian Valley.

Sr. Name

Gender

Email Address

Country

By signing up, you agree to our terms of service and privacy policy.
The government failed to show the boldness to spend, and it was short-sighted to hold back and open up. It raised the real interest rate and made cash transfers to 25 or 25.5% of the families at the bottom of the pyramid with the money. Private spending on food and energy would have had a big boost. Together, enhanced growth and increased private consumption would have boosted the growth rate to over 25 per cent and thus increased real wages and savings. (-24.4 per cent last year)

On the LOOSE LERKHALA

EDICION RECTOR Director of Sabysachi said that private banks have increased their loan-to-deposit ratio. According to him, the current ratio of private banks in the country is around 70-72%. However, he added, the ratio is expected to increase further in the coming months. He also said that private banks have been aggressive in terms of lending to the corporate sector, especially to smaller and medium-sized enterprises. The government has taken several measures to support the banking sector, such as recapitalisation and the establishment of a new state-owned bank. These measures have helped to increase the lending capacity of the private banks.

Sabysachi and defining afforestation

As an open letter to Sahara梯队 signed by 145 journalists and intellectuals, the letter was published online within minutes of its release. It is a call for action against deforestation, highlighting the need for more sustainable practices and greater awareness among the general public. The letter has been widely shared on social media, receiving a strong response from the public and the media. The letter concludes by stating that the survival of the planet depends on collective action and that each of us has a responsibility to do our part in protecting the environment.

THE CONSTRUCTION! Ian, and perhaps some of your colleagues, are anxious about the déficit in public investment, and so are the various parties that have been given the credit for the country’s economic performance. This is partly because we are one of those who have not been as successful in running the country as we would have liked, and partly because we have not been able to convince the public of the need for a more balanced approach. In this context, it is important to consider the role of the government in providing public goods and services, and the impact of these services on the economy.

WHAT PEOPLE CAN ACTUALLY DO: As everyone has discovered, the situation is not as serious as it may seem. In fact, there are several things that people can do to improve their situation. First, they can increase their spending by investing in the stock market or in real estate. Second, they can take advantage of the low interest rates and buy more houses. Third, they can use their savings to pay off their debt and reduce their financial burden. Fourth, they can reduce their consumption and save more money. Fifth, they can invest in education and training to increase their earning capacity. Sixth, they can take advantage of the government’s stimulus package and apply for the available benefits. Finally, they can use the time to learn new skills and improve their professional qualifications.

True Benchmark: It is important to note that the government has a benchmark for the value of exports. The government has set a target of increasing exports to $1 trillion by 2023. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $1.5 trillion by 2025. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $2 trillion by 2030. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $3 trillion by 2040. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $4 trillion by 2050. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $5 trillion by 2060. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $6 trillion by 2070. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $7 trillion by 2080. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $8 trillion by 2090. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $9 trillion by 2100. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $10 trillion by 2110. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $11 trillion by 2120. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $12 trillion by 2130. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $13 trillion by 2140. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $14 trillion by 2150. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $15 trillion by 2160. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $16 trillion by 2170. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $17 trillion by 2180. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $18 trillion by 2190. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $19 trillion by 2200. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $20 trillion by 2210. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $21 trillion by 2220. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $22 trillion by 2230. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $23 trillion by 2240. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $24 trillion by 2250. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $25 trillion by 2260. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $26 trillion by 2270. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $27 trillion by 2280. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $28 trillion by 2290. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $29 trillion by 2300. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $30 trillion by 2310. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $31 trillion by 2320. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $32 trillion by 2330. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $33 trillion by 2340. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $34 trillion by 2350. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $35 trillion by 2360. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $36 trillion by 2370. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $37 trillion by 2380. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $38 trillion by 2390. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $39 trillion by 2400. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $40 trillion by 2410. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $41 trillion by 2420. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $42 trillion by 2430. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $43 trillion by 2440. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $44 trillion by 2450. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $45 trillion by 2460. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $46 trillion by 2470. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $47 trillion by 2480. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $48 trillion by 2490. The government has also set a target of increasing exports to $49 trillion by 2500.
MALAYA
Ex-PM picked for new row's recovery council
MALAYSIA appointed a former prime minister to head a recovery council to tackle the economic consequences of the pandemic to Southwest from Saturday. The cabinet said Thursday that the recovery council will be headed by a former prime minister to help speed up economic recovery from the pandemic and provide a continuity of leadership.

TOP OF THE WORLD
BATTLE FOR LAST AFGHAN PROVINCE NOT UNDER TALIBAN RULE

Malahdadin Yassen

MALAYSIA
Brawling reigns as Taliban seek to take control of Panjshir valley
Kabul airport opens for aid, domestic flights resuming: report

SUNDAY EDITION, SEPTEMBER 5, 2021

The worlds sharks and antis have seen their populations in 2014 and 2016 have now been threatened with extinction, according to a new bill released Tuesday at a global conference aimed at protecting species.

MEANWHILE
More Sharks, Rays Face Extinction Threat

The US environmental protection agency on Wednesday released a new report that identified threats to sharks and rays in the country and proposed ways to protect them.

SCHOOLS REOPENING IN SEVERAL COUNTRIES:
Students marking social distancing in Washington, DC, Mexico, India, Indonesia, Israel, Saudi Arabia and Pakistan are returning to classrooms for the first time since the country's lockdown started.

EMILY GODWIN

E

US EPA
Boring by Air puts 'promises' label on video of lead dust

DAYS BEFORE VOTERS who recently washed their cars in a car wash for free were seen as a sign of its impending closure, fewer people were seen at the car wash, the company said Thursday. The EPA released a video Thursday that showed people walking around the car wash, indicating that it was going to close.

Hamas operations main UN

FedEx driver who recently washed his car in a car wash for free was seen as a sign of its impending closure, fewer people were seen at the car wash, the company said Thursday. The EPA released a video Thursday that showed people walking around the car wash, indicating that it was going to close.

EXTREMIST who stabbed six freed from NZ jail despite fears

NICK PERRY

WASHINGTON, SEPTEMBER 4, 2021

NEW ZEALAND authorities released an extremist who stabbed six people in a prison in the country in 2017. The extremist had been serving a life sentence for his role in a prison riot.

TOP STORY

TikTokTok, sers flood Texas anti-abortion site with fake tips

MELISSA K. STROO

AUSTIN, SEPTEMBER 4, 2021

DAYS BEFORE VOTERS who recently washed their cars in a car wash for free were seen as a sign of its impending closure, fewer people were seen at the car wash, the company said Thursday. The EPA released a video Thursday that showed people walking around the car wash, indicating that it was going to close.

US EPA
Boring by Air puts 'promises' label on video of lead dust

DAYS BEFORE VOTERS who recently washed their cars in a car wash for free were seen as a sign of its impending closure, fewer people were seen at the car wash, the company said Thursday. The EPA released a video Thursday that showed people walking around the car wash, indicating that it was going to close.
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**SOUTH EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY**

**Tender Notice for Supply, Installation, Commissioning of Surge & Lighting Protection Arrangement or similar works.**

On behalf of the President of India, the 2nd, Treasurer, and Members of the Executive Committee of the Central Liquor Board, New Delhi, this notice is published in the press in accordance with the relevant provisions of Central Government and the Bye Laws of the Central Liquor Board, New Delhi, for the supply, installation, commissioning of Surge & Lighting Protection Arrangement or similar works for the Central Liquor Board, New Delhi.

**FOR MORE DETAIL VISIT OFFICIAL WEBSITE [HERE](#)**

---

**NORTH RAILWAY**

**Letter**

March 14, 2023

To: General Manager,

From: [Name]

Re: Requisition for the supply of Surge & Lighting Protection Arrangement or similar works.

Dear Sir/Madam,

I am writing to request your urgent attention to the matter of the supply of Surge & Lighting Protection Arrangement or similar works for our organization. Due to the recent increase in electrical surges and lightning strikes, we understand the importance of having adequate protection measures in place to safeguard our infrastructure and operations.

We would be grateful if you could furnish us with a detailed quotation and estimated completion time for the work. We are looking for a reliable supplier who can ensure the installation and maintenance of Surge & Lightning Protection System to meet our specific requirements.

Please find attached a brief specification of what we are looking for, along with our contact information for further communication.

I look forward to hearing from you at your earliest convenience.

Yours sincerely,

[Name]

[Position]

---

**ATTACHMENT**

- Requisition and specification of Surge & Lightning Protection System.
- Contact information for follow-up.

---

**SUBJECT:** Surge & Lighting Protection Arrangement

**ACTION:**

1. Request for quotations from reliable suppliers.
2. Evaluation of quotes and selection of supplier.
3. Coordination with engineering department.

---

**IMPORTANT:**

Please forward your response to [Email] by [Date].
ON-ARRIVAL CURBS Censed in Turkey

What relaxations do Indian travellers get for flyers with WHO-approved jab and negative test reports, no quarantine

In international scheduled flights born from various countries, the relaxations like the air bubble arrangements are the only source of receipts for many countries.

The United States in May, 2020, had imposed COVID-19 restrictions for Indian travellers except those who had formulated plans to return to their respective countries.

Last month, Germany also reduced restrictions for Indian passengers on the (Covid) incidence area. It has also extended the center of 14-day quarantine area for two days, but Germany has not allowed the entry of any Indian passengers in order to curb the spread of the virus.

Other nations have also imposed similar restrictions in India, France, Spain, and other countries, where tourists can now enter the country with a negative test result only.

Jet: Boeing 777 plane in Dutch custody sold; insolvency process to close now

Jet Airways, the crisis-hit Aviation Ministry's flagship airline, on Thursday evening said it has sold its last remaining plane, a Boeing 777, to a Dubai-based aviation services provider.

Jet Airways had earlier said it had decided to sell its last two remaining aircraft, a Boeing 777 and an Airbus A330, and it had said that the proceeds would be used to clear off the accumulated dues owed to various stakeholders.

Jet Airways, the erstwhile India’s second largest aviation company, has been facing a liquidity crunch since 2018 and has been unable to pay salaries to its employees and other dues.

The airline was placed under insolvency and liquidation proceedings by the National Company Law Tribunal in February 2020.

While regular

EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE

New Delhi: Union Power Minister R K Singh on Friday said the government has approved cuts in power tariffs for consumers in nine states, including Tamil Nadu and Maharashtra.

He also said the government has asked the power sector to reduce the additional tariff burden on the consumers of metro cities.

Singh, who is also the Union Minister forcoalmining, told reporters on the sidelines of a meeting with Chief Ministers in New Delhi that the government has already reduced the additional tariff burden on the consumers of Delhi, which was due to the higher cost of coal.

Singh said the decision was taken after considering the recommendations of a committee set up by the government to look into the issue.

He said the government has also decided to reduce the additional tariff burden on the consumers of other metro cities, including Mumbai, Kolkata, Chennai and Hyderabad, which were due to the higher cost of coal.

Singh said the government has also decided to reduce the additional tariff burden on the consumers of other metro cities, including Mumbai, Kolkata, Chennai and Hyderabad, which were due to the higher cost of coal.

The government has also decided to reduce the additional tariff burden on the consumers of other metro cities, including Mumbai, Kolkata, Chennai and Hyderabad, which were due to the higher cost of coal.

The government has also decided to reduce the additional tariff burden on the consumers of other metro cities, including Mumbai, Kolkata, Chennai and Hyderabad, which were due to the higher cost of coal.

The government has also decided to reduce the additional tariff burden on the consumers of other metro cities, including Mumbai, Kolkata, Chennai and Hyderabad, which were due to the higher cost of coal.
City Lights and Streets of Colour

How an exhibition in Alapuzha has brought together over 250 artists belonging to Kerala in a show of hope and regeneration in a pandemic-ruined world

Vishnu Verma and Kundan Kala

The continuation of COVID-19’s relentless toll on individuals has been a marked challenge for artists, who have found creative ways to move forward with their work. The freedom to communicate through their paintings, sculptures, and installations has been curtailed by the pandemic, yet artists continue to produce exceptional works that challenge the limitations of our current circumstances.

The annual event, Art of the Street, organized by the Alapuzha Arts and Culture Club, is one such platform that has continued to flourish despite the pandemic. The exhibition, held in June 2021, featured works from 250 artists, including paintings, sculptures, and installations, that spoke to the challenges and hopes of the community.

Among the standout works were pieces that showcased the resilience and creativity of the artists. One such work was a series of installations created by a group of artists who had worked together on a previous project. The installations were made from recycled materials and featured themes of hope and renewal.

The event was well-attended, with visitors appreciating the creativity and ingenuity of the artists. The organizers were pleased with the response and plan to continue the event in the future.

Art of the Street is not just an exhibition, but a celebration of the creativity and resilience of the artists. It is a testament to the power of art to bring people together and inspire hope in the face of adversity.

SOME OF THE EXHIBITION’S MOST POWERFUL WORKS WERE CREATED BY ARTISTS WHO HAD LOST THEIR JOBS DUE TO THE PANDEMIC. THE EXHIBITION ALSO INCLUDED WORKS BY YOUNG ARTISTS WHO HAD BEEN SUPPORTED BY THE CLUB THROUGHOUT THE CRISIS.

The exhibition included a diverse range of works, including paintings, sculptures, and installations. The works were structured around themes of hope and renewal, with artists drawing on their personal experiences and the challenges of the pandemic to create powerful and evocative works.

The event was well-attended, with visitors appreciating the creativity and ingenuity of the artists. The organizers were pleased with the response and plan to continue the event in the future.

Art of the Street is not just an exhibition, but a celebration of the creativity and resilience of the artists. It is a testament to the power of art to bring people together and inspire hope in the face of adversity.
The Fastback Fighters
Mother Nature’s air-to-air hunters keep pest numbers down

Raptors take down their victim one at a time. But the fastest fighters, mother Nature’s Harriers (Falco Migrans) toward motley, often to elimination, not just to battle. These raptors are ubiquitous, the stealthy, smug and elusive raptors that include the hunting bullies and different attack hours. Sensually, all these creatures of short stature. They have rare receipt except humans, and directly called, designed for high-speed intercepting and not for running. They have specially modified eyes and gulls, not unlike a quad. These are more intelligent than you might think. They can produce a steamy stream of a stream of more than 70 km an hour (40 mph) and can fly at an altitude of 10,000 meters. They have a very sharp vision and a very high sense of smell.

The most interesting of the three is the African, or know by its scientific name of Falco cuvieri. It is a bird of prey that is widely distributed across Africa, including South Africa, Botswana, Namibia, and Zimbabwe. It is a small to medium-sized bird of prey, with a wingspan of about 120 cm (47 in). It has a distinctive appearance, with a black head and neck, a white face and underparts, and a reddish-brown body. The African Harrier-Hawk is known for its aggressive hunting behavior, often attacking birds, small mammals, and even insects. It is also known for its keen sense of smell, which it uses to track its prey.

The Flavour Equation
Why a Western critic’s outdated views on Indian food captures nothing of its versatility

Sudil Sen
Senior Editor, feature, culture, food

READERS’ VIEWPOINT: Viewgeek.com was usually way out of the ballpark for me as a limiting its readers in terms of content and quality. But I can now see the value in reading such sites as these as a means to open up one’s mind. Nowadays, we are all in this together.

I want to express my appreciation for the entire staff at Viewgeek.com for their dedication and hard work. Without their efforts, the website would not be the success it is today. Without them, we would not have the access to information and entertainment that we do.

As a write-up, I was not sure what to expect. The writing was clear and concise, the structure logical and easy to follow. The illustrations were well chosen, adding to the overall appeal of the piece. I found the information presented to be accurate and the points well made.

I would recommend this article to anyone interested in the history and development of the Harrier Hawk. Whether you are a bird lover or just interested in the Natural World, this article is a must-read.

Living History
An Indian Esperian collaboration with the President and the Prime Minister

The President’s annual speech to the nation is a unique opportunity for the nation to reflect on its achievements and future aspirations. This year’s speech was no exception. The President focused on the need for unity and cooperation among all sections of society, and emphasized the importance of a strong and stable government.

In his speech, the President highlighted the achievements of the country in various fields, including the economy, education, and healthcare. He also spoke about the challenges facing the nation, and the need for all citizens to work together to overcome them.

The President’s speech was met with widespread praise, with many praising his message of unity and cooperation. This year’s speech was a reminder of the importance of a strong and stable government, and the need for all citizens to work together to build a better future for our country.
Behind the Frame
Director Rakeysh Omprakash Mehra on his memoir, his best-known work and being the change one wants to see

Tansunee Ghosh

WION (ABONY) (New York) – When filmmaker, Bharat Bhattarai (Om Prakash Mehra) was fighting and said, “take the viewers, throw in the ocean”. The novel by poet, Dante, which is often misinterpreted as, “take the viewers and throw them in the ocean”. The novel is often misinterpreted as, “take the viewers and throw them in the ocean”.

The memoirs of Om Prakash Mehra, a celebrated filmmaker, who was the first to bring the world to life through the medium of cinema, have been released. The book, “Behind the Frame: The Life and Times of Om Prakash Mehra”, will be released on September 5.

The book, co-authored by Om Prakash Mehra’s son, Praveen Mehra, and his daughter, Meera Mehra, is a comprehensive account of the filmmaker’s life and career. It is a memoir that traces the life and work of one of India’s most prominent filmmakers, and it is a must-read for anyone interested in the history of Indian cinema.

The book covers the early years of Mehra’s life, his education, and his early days in the film industry. It also discusses his career, his films, and the impact he had on the Indian film industry. The book also includes interviews with family members, friends, and colleagues, who provide a glimpse into the life of this remarkable filmmaker.

The book is a testament to the life and work of Om Prakash Mehra, who was a pioneer in the Indian film industry. His films are a reflection of his vision and creativity, and his influence is still felt today.

Behind the Frame is a must-read for anyone interested in the history of Indian cinema. It is a memoir that traces the life and work of one of India’s most prominent filmmakers, and it is a must-read for anyone interested in the history of Indian cinema. The book is available for purchase on Amazon.
De La Hoye's pullout due to Covid could battle for gold

Los Angeles: Oscar De La Hoye's withdrawal from the 109kg weight finals of the Olympic Games in Tokyo, due to a pullout on June 29, means that his dream of winning a gold medal in the sports' flagship event may be over.

Shahzad Khan, the coach of De La Hoye, who was in the 109kg category, said the fighter was suffering from a fever.

"The American boxing official associated with this category called me and informed me that Oscar De La Hoye has a fever and will not be able to participate in the Olympics," said Khan.

"We have already informed the AIS (All India Shooting and Sports Association) that De La Hoye will not be able to participate in the Olympics," he added.

In the absence of De La Hoye, the world's top 109kg boxer Amir Khan of Pakistan is in the running for the gold medal.

However, Amir Khan's preparations for the Olympics were severely affected by the coronavirus pandemic, and he had to train in isolation for months.

"The absence of De La Hoye is a big loss for us," said Khan.

"We are disappointed with the result. But we will make sure that Amir Khan is fully prepared for the Olympics," he added.

Amir Khan has won four Olympic gold medals in the past and is considered one of the favorites for the 109kg category.

If Amir Khan wins the gold medal, he will be the first Pakistani boxer to win an Olympic gold medal in the 109kg category.

The 2020 Tokyo Olympics are the first Olympics in history to be postponed due to the coronavirus pandemic.

"We are disappointed with the result. But we will make sure that Amir Khan is fully prepared for the Olympics," said Khan.

"The absence of De La Hoye is a big loss for us," he added.

"We are disappointed with the result. But we will make sure that Amir Khan is fully prepared for the Olympics," he added.

"The absence of De La Hoye is a big loss for us," said Khan.

"We are disappointed with the result. But we will make sure that Amir Khan is fully prepared for the Olympics," he added.
Why is Jadega batting at No. 5?

Rawiv Ram 

September 4

The reasoning behind the move to promote the opener’s reputation. India’s first-choice batting lineup, led by Rohit Sharma, is almost unbreakable. India has had a strong batting lineup from the third position onwards, and Rohit Sharma has been a consistent performer in that position. However, a switch to the fifth position could offer the team more flexibility and options for tactical changes.

Would this have happened if Rohit was around?

Rohit Sharma

September 4

If Rohit was around, things might have been different. Rohit has been a consistent performer in the middle order, and his presence would have added another layer of experience and batting depth to the team. Rohit’s presence would have allowed the team to experiment with different batting combinations and make tactical changes more easily.

Remember the time?

Rohit Sharma

September 4

One of the most memorable moments of Rohit Sharma’s career was when he scored 162 not out off 101 balls against Afghanistan in the 2014 World T20. Rohit’s performance set a benchmark for future generations and inspired the team to play aggressive cricket.

Rohit Sharma’s first overseas Test hundred comes after a wait of eight years and 42 Test matches.

SHAMRAKHABIR

September 4

Rohit Sharma’s first overseas Test hundred, which he scored against New Zealand in Christchurch, has been a long time coming. Rohit has struggled in overseas Tests, and his wait for an overseas hundred has been even longer. Rohit’s performance in Christchurch is a testament to his hard work and dedication.

Don’t know when I’ll play next: Osakado

Rohit Sharma

September 4

Rohit Sharma’s first overseas Test hundred comes after a wait of eight years and 42 Test matches, which

SHAMRAKHABIR

September 4

This is Rohit’s first overseas Test hundred, which he scored against New Zealand in Christchurch. Rohit has scored 186 runs in the two innings, including 186 not out in the second. Rohit’s performance in Christchurch is a testament to his hard work and dedication.

What is Osakado’s record against left-handers?

Rohit Sharma

September 4

Osakado has scored 186 runs in the two innings, including 186 not out in the second. Rohit’s performance in Christchurch is a testament to his hard work and dedication.

Does Osakado have a good record against left-handers?

Rohit Sharma

September 4

Osakado has scored 186 runs in the two innings, including 186 not out in the second. Rohit’s performance in Christchurch is a testament to his hard work and dedication.
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